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Willful Wishing

The 12 Houses of Success to
unlock the power of your wishes and grow within each season of time.

by Victoria Leigh

Dedication
To each of you who chooses extra frosting in your life.
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The Art of Wish Day Success

1. Believe that the thoughts you think are real. These real thoughts will come true.
2. Think the thoughts.
3. Write down each thought to clarify it, to see it from a new perspective.
4. Receive insight on new choices or ideas.
5. Allow new expressions.
6. See ahead six months to a year in time; see what you have chosen.
7. Thank the Universe in advance for receiving the thoughts you choose now.
8. Choose all for your highest good in a safe and healthy way.

Introduction

Willful wishing is an innovative insight of your yearly patterns from an astrological view of the
house systems. This will take back your power and understanding of the cyclic events that are
innately followed by all. No one is exempt. Our free will is influenced by our choices. These choices
are further influenced by the seasons of time. Your season of time. We all have seasons. Seasons of
life, growth, or standing still, the crossroads of a new season, our likes and dislikes.

Our special season is specific in regards to the set pattern of our true natal chart. Free will can be
accelerated or enhanced by knowledge and wisdom: knowledge is the power. Wisdom is the
knowing what to do with this power. The key of this empowerment is the pursuit at planned
destiny. Purposeful planned destiny. Deserved destiny of choice, the detailed planned choice to be
as successful as we choose, to create our year-to-year actions. All actions carry a responsibility. This
responsibility is willed consciously or unconsciously. Conscious thought brings conscious success.
Now. With planning your success direction, you are choosing to willingly be responsible for your
life. Your conscious life.

We are all aware that being in the right place at the right time has its rewards. Your timing and
awareness are keys to success. Serendipitous success is the timing of surrender, surrender to your
higher self. If a higher self or power that knows where you will or can be. This “Can be or Will be” is
the wisdom we all have forgotten we possess. It is our greatest possession, possession of highest
conscious and present thought. Everything in life affects any time in your life.
.
Planned thought is setting goals. Some goals are brought to a successful completion instantly.
Some take longer, for some of these goals are not in our highest good for this point in time. Timing

is the invisible motion of patience. “Stuck in the moment” can work. Your greatest gift is to be
tuned to your slightest thought, the quick blip of the brain wave.

Brain waves or thoughts never stop, even after we are dead. Our senses direct the process. This
process of life. Life that IS ALIVE WITH FULL SENSE RECEPTIVITY. We are doing this anyway. We can
use these highest thoughts of well being for our life. It is a wonderful, complex process. The
detailed creative mental conclusions will be as awesome for you as the events brought about have
awed me for years. Over and over again, I am in awe. The unfolding of my planned wishes, starting
from simple dreams, were brought to successful adventures. These dreams have allowed me to
create a full life of smiles on all levels.

I cannot reiterate enough, the awe of creating the magnified, magnificent me. The ‘ME’ we have all
thought about all our life, The ‘ME’ you proudly present to your world. The ’ME’ of being you, willed
from that blip of a remembered conscious passing thought. True, some of you “ME’s” are still
searching or exploring . Your will is your right as a being to own your life. Your will on all levels
continues to search and explore. That is our right to the humanness of our unique experience. Life,
I believe, some call it.

Reveal to self who it is you are. Creative thinking opens the door of the true experience of our
thoughts. Expand to your higher creative thoughts.
.
This book is the culmination of self-help books, seminars, and positive mindfulness. The
re-patterning or redirecting process is now open to fully have fun and play with the creative
process of belief you have opened up by empowering your cycle. I choose for you wonderful
success as you unlock the power of your wishes.

The System of Houses

Reveal to yourself who it is you are.

Each individual has a different cycle. These cycles are known as the System of Houses. This system
goes through the 12 houses; each house tells us about a stage we pass through in our life from
month to month, year to year. One house lasts about one month. Some charts go up to two
months.

Each month, each house of the year is a different growth cycle. By becoming aware of your own
personal cycles, you can become conscious of the different stages or changes you will allow
yourself to go through. You can then work with the natural forces of your chart or cycles. Focusing
on redirecting your future successes will creatively and successfully allow each thought to grow
and the energy to come true.

The System of Houses is a tool that enables us to work more consciously with these patterns of
energy. Most of us have already begun to recognize this process in our lives. We have become
aware of our own patterns. We can then get in touch with this energy–the energy of success.
We are different to others and ourselves at different times of the year. I believe that by
understanding the patterns or changes we are going through, we will be patient with ourselves
and better able to build for our future goals.

The houses help us understand ourselves and the attitudes of others. Houses tell us how we will
change and grow within each season of our time. This chart is based on the progress of the sun
through the twelve houses of each individual’s astrological chart. You will understand how through
your energies, you can choose conscious or unconscious thoughts in particular success patterns.
*

An innovative and unique guide to your yearly patterns from an astrological view of
the house systems. Learn how you can influence your choices to redirect your
creative intentions and build the future you desire.
Author Victoria Leigh has 40 years of experience as a metaphysician; sharing her
tools in areas of astrology,
numerology, tarot reading, spiritual counseling and healer of the mind and body.
Victoria presently works as a Massage and Mind/Bodywork Therapist in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
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